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Making Better Boaters

R

eadying your boat and crew for
departure, starting your engine,
safely leaving the dock, getting up
to speed, maintaining directional control,
turning the boat, crossing waves or wake,
bringing the boat to a complete stop,
picking up a man overboard, returning to
your dock or mooring, and securing the
boat… do you remember learning these
skills? Now, recreational boaters learning to
operate boats will have a standard by which
they acquire fundamental skills.
As part of the U.S. Coast Guard’s goal
to raise the overall quality, availability,
and consistency of on-water skills-based
instruction, the National On-Water Standards (NOWS) grant management team
and the American Boat and Yacht Council
(ABYC) announced last fall the approval
and publication of EDU-1 On-Water
Power Standard, the first of three proposed
skills-based American National Standards
(ANS) for on-water instruction in recreational boating safety.
“I’m excited about it,” says NOWS facilitator K. Brian Dorval. “It’s an opportunity to help create something to save lives
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and increase enjoyment
on our nation’s waterways. If you have a safe
experience, you’re more
likely to have a fun one.”
The formal announcement in November followed years of hard work.
The NOWS Project team
of 43 experts, working in
partnership with ABYC
using its ANS-approved
process, and hundreds
of volunteers across the
country completed the development of the
POWER domain standard in just over
four years. First developed on paper, the
standard was field-tested at six different
venues across the country: Edison Sailing
Center, Ft. Myers, FL; Annapolis Sailing
School, Annapolis, MD; SUNY Maritime,
Bronx, NY; Mentor Harbor Yachting
Club, Mentor-on-the-Lake, OH; Capital
Yacht Club/DC Sail, Washington, DC;
Coronado Yacht Club, Coronado, CA.
Functioning as an ANS, the POWER
standard identifies the fundamental skills
subject matter experts across the country
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agree that entry-level recreational powerboat operators should be able to demonstrate after receiving instruction. The
standard is freely available for voluntary
application by recreational boating safety
instructional programs. Also under development are national standards for OnWater Skills-based instruction in humanpropelled craft and sailboat operation.
The EDU-1 On-Water Power Standard
is available for free download from ABYC’s
store at abycinc.org. Find more information
at onwaterstandards.org. Direct questions
to Dorval at grantfacilitator@gmail.com.

Meet Sam and Crissi

Favorite River to Cruise:
Tred Avon River
Favorite Water Activities
(for the dogs): running,
swimming, eating dead “stuff,”
and Crissi likes to dig up
rocks on the beach.
Average Afternoon for the trio:
boat to the beach, swim, run,
and then boat home.
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# Sam in the foreground, Crissi on the bow.
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am is the 12-year old yellow lab on the right; Crissi is the 12-year old
mutt on the left. Owner Henry Hale rescued Crissi when she was just
a puppy. He drove all the way to a shelter in Iowa to bring her home,
and ever since, Mr. Hale has been taking his beloved dogs out on the water
with him, cruising the Bay almost every evening. Got a great boat dog photo?
Email it to kaylie@proptalk.com!

by Ally Mann

he Chesapeake Bay is home to
conservation of the seagrass even more
a rich and diverse ecosystem. As
important.
the largest estuary in the United
Pollution is the biggest threat to
States, its complex ecosystem is vitally
seagrass. Although it is able to absorb
important. One way to measure the
some of the sediment and pollutants
overall health of the Bay is to look at
in the water, when pollutants become
the seagrasses that grow throughout its
too concentrated, the seagrass can no
expanses.
longer maintain the delicate balance.
The seagrasses in the Chesapeake
Seagrasses fail to get the sunlight necBay are much like the grass you would
essary for them to thrive, and we see a
find above
water. They are
green and yellow in color and
consist of long,
thin blades.
They usually grow in the
most shallow
parts of the Bay
as well as in the
streams, creeks,
and rivers that
flow into it. The
grasses provide a
home, food, and
oxygen to much
of the wildlife.
They absorb
pollution, trap
# Bay grasses growing in Poplar Harbor, MD.
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sediment, and
reduce erosion.
The grasses are
incredibly sensitive to pollution and
reduction in the seagrass population.
can only grow when the water is clear
Above average rainfall can further exenough for them to receive sunlight.
acerbate this problem by adding excess
This makes them a great indicator to
sediment into the Bay.
the health of the Bay.
Seagrasses are also sensitive to
Due to the unique makeup of estuartemperature and cannot grow in
ies, the preservation of the ecosystem is
water that is too warm. We often hear
essential. The mixing of salt and fresh
conversations about climate change
water that happens in the estuary is
effects in relation to rising sea levels
only found in a few places on earth and
and the ozone, but the temperature
is more productive in creating organic
changes can severely damage the
matter than other similarly sized ecoecosystems we have come to rely on.
systems. Waterfowl, fish, plants, and
Being conscientious to pollution in the
crustaceans all depend on the diverse
Bay and globally is the main solution
ecosystems provided in the Chesato preservation.
peake Bay. Estuaries account for two
Reducing pollution may seem like
thirds of the nation’s commercial fish
an impossible task, but little changes
and shellfish species. This makes the
can make a big impact. Boaters on
Follow us!

the Bay have an opportunity not only to
make a difference but also to reap the
benefits. By reducing their impact on the
Bay, they will see clearer water and more
wildlife. More fish equals better fishing and happier fishermen. And clearer
water is always ideal when you’re going
to be swimming in it.
One of the things that can make a
huge impact is being on top of a boat’s
maintenance
schedule.
Fluid leaks
are common
causes of pollution and are
pretty easy to
avoid. Checking fluid levels
and getting
leaks fixed
can not only
save boaters the cost
of fluids but
also keep the
water cleaner.
Be thoughtful about the
paint used
on the boat
as well as its
toxicity; many
kinds of paint have been banned for the
toxins and biocides that they release into
the environment. Think about the cleaners you are using and what the effects of
the runoff could be.
Fortunately, the Chesapeake Bay has
been seeing improvements. The efforts of
the community to improve the ecosystem have made a difference; only time
will tell if it can be maintained. A recent
survey showed that the seagrasses in the
Chesapeake Bay increased 27 percent
between 2013 and 2014. This is a telltale sign that the pollution in the Bay is
improving.
Find links to an interactive seagrass
map, green boating tips, and more at
proptalk.com/seagrasses.
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